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New version is on its way!
We are thrilled to share that our team is completing finishing touches to the latest update
of riger®. This update will bring you additional features to boost your oilfield rentals and
services. You will see full list of improvements and additions during our live presentation
on December 10th.
Here is a sneak-peek of what will become available in December:
Email client - communicate right within riger®
Mobile OFS/OFR ERP
Customer relationship management (CRM)
Material resource planning (MRP)
Barcode enabled
Security ISO27001
There's always more to come. Stay tuned!

Feature of the month

Learn more
Subrentals Module in riger®
The Subrentals Module in riger® was designed with a few goals in mind:
rent-in pieces of equipment from different vendors,
add those to own inventory and
https://preview.hs-sites.com/_hcms/preview/content/37159417629?portalId=6889518&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=DXuMCAcF&from_…
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rent them out to clients.
The whole process is elegantly simple and includes just three steps that cover all the
actions needed for your Subrental operations.

2020 RigER Fall User Conference
Just a few weeks ago, we hosted the 2020 RigER Fall User Conference. It was a great
opportunity to connect and learn what’s coming in 2021 in riger® .We also shared news,
updates and stories from our team, customers and partners.
Check the full video recording of the Conference here.

In Case You Missed It
No worries if you were not able to attend the latest webinars - you can always watch them
on demand. Click and Enjoy!

Watch Webinar

Mobile Oilfield Operations
In this webinar we showcased the enhanced riger® mobile application for oilfield
operations. The app enables field technicians to work with electronic field tickets
communicating information about the job, equipment, clients, parts, etc. between office
and field. The upgraded application now includes electronic tickets for Repairs,
Maintenance and Inspection documents making the app more versatile and powerful.

Watch Webinar

Oilfield ERP. Overview
Using ERP systems helps to manage complex business processes in a more transparent
and organized fashion. The secret of a "great ERP" is in its industry-focused configuration
and ease of use of the technology it's built on.
We are proud to present the riger® Oilfield ERP for OFS/OFR companies. Check out how
to achieve the highest efficiency in a modular and easy-to-scale system built specifically
for the oilfield company like yours.

https://preview.hs-sites.com/_hcms/preview/content/37159417629?portalId=6889518&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=DXuMCAcF&from_…
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What Our Customers Say ...
“The more I use the system the more I enjoy it and see how it will be very helpful for our
business operations.”

Operations Manager, Oilfield Service Company, ND, USA
BOOK MY DEMO

riger® / BelcaSoft, Suite #129, 12111-40 Street Southeast, Calgary, AB T2Z 4E6, Canada,
1.888.865.8903
Manage preferences
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